Rewrite the following sentences as exclamatory sentences.

**Example:** The rose is beautiful.

**How beautiful the rose is!**

1) The baby is a bundle of joy.

2) The mountain is too huge.

3) It was a brilliant performance.

4) Robin is an outstanding student.

5) Albert Einstein was a genius.

6) The force of the river is amazing.

7) The new bridge is marvelous.

8) It is a gigantic tree.
Types of Sentences

Rewrite the following sentences as exclamatory sentences.

Example: The rose is beautiful.

How beautiful the rose is!

1) The baby is a bundle of joy.

What a bundle of joy the baby is!

2) The mountain is too huge.

How huge the mountain is!

3) It was a brilliant performance.

What a brilliant performance it was!

4) Robin is an outstanding student.

What an outstanding student Robin is!

5) Albert Einstein was a genius.

What a genius Albert Einstein was!

6) The force of the river is amazing.

How amazing the force of the river is!

7) The new bridge is marvelous.

How marvelous the new bridge is!

8) It is a gigantic tree.

What a gigantic tree it is!